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1. Ma yna rd Spri ng, 12/0 2/2 0  

1. Maynard Spring, 12/02/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 109143 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Maynard Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake Mead 
Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. The 
spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Lime Wash USGS Quad, at 
36.26061, -114.30555 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 2 
meters). The elevation is approximately 798 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna 
Mann surveyed the site on 12/02/20 for 01:40 hours, beginning at 13:30, and collected 
data in 9 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 2 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 1.1 Maynard Spring: The springbox (foreground) has only a small amount of moisture 
at the bottom. The spring source emerges within the patch of cattails in the background. 

The fence completely encircles the springs habitat. 
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Physical Description: Maynard Spring is a hillslope spring. Seepage emerges from a 
hillslope source and trickles down a channel for a short distance before sinking into the 
ground. There is a springbox on the left side of the channel, about 10 meters 
downstream of the source. The site is fenced, and the springbox is partly inside and 
partly outside of the fence. The narrow flood channel draining this hillside flows past 
the source channel just left (east) of it and merges with the springbrook channel about 
20 meters downstream of the source. The surrounding landscape is hilly creosote 
shrubland. Data were imported in February 2016 from a compilation of Don Sada's 
research. The Land Manager ID number is from this dataset. The spring type in that 
dataset was listed as unknown. Some data for this spring were imported in February 
2016 from a compilation of Don Sada's research, and the Land Manager ID number is 
from that dataset. The microhabitats associated with the spring cover 188 sqm. The site 
has 2 microhabitats, including A -- a 36 sqm channel, B -- a 152 sqm channel. The 
geomorphic diversity is 0.21, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Table 1.1 Maynard Spring Microhabitat characteristics. 
Code A B 

Name Seeping source Moist source 
perimeter 

Area sqm 36 152 
Surface type CH CH 
Surface subtype   
Slope variability Low Med 
Aspect TN 180 180 
Slope degrees 9 9 
Moisture (scale 1-10) 8 5 
Water depth cm 3 0 
Area % open water 5 0 
Substrate   
1 - Clay % 0 0 
2 - Silt % 0 0 
3 - Sand % 40 39 
4 - Fine gravel % 40 38 
5 - Coarse gravel % 0 1 
6 - Cobble % 0 1 
7 - Boulder % 0 0 
8 - Bedrock % 0 0 
Organic % 20 20 
Other % (anthropogenic) 0 1 
Precipitate % 0 10 
Litter % 60 70 
Wood % 0 0.1 
Litter Depth (cm) 5 1 
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Geomorphology: Maynard Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from an 
igneous rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity flow force 
mechanism. The site receives approximately 100% of available solar radiation, with 
6745 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: This spring is in Gold Butte National Monument, where as of 2020 
most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo map and GPS to 
navigate to this spring. 
 

Survey Notes: The wet part of the channel is about 15 meters long and vegetated with 
cattails. The surrounding area has some precipitate crust, suggesting that seeping 
source is sometimes larger than it is now. A mature sycamore tree shades the springbox, 
which has only a small amount of moisture on the bottom. The fence is currently intact, 
though well developed trails cross the site. Otherwise, there is no evidence of livestock 
or equine damage to the site.  
 

Flow: The surveyors visually estimated flow as less than 0.01 L/sec. The small amount 
of seepage at this spring formed small shallow patches of standing water within the 
cattails. This spring is perennial. Surveyors were unable to measure flow because there 
was too little outflow to measure. 
 

Water Quality: The surveyors measured water quality 1 m below the source 
emergence. They dug a small hole and let it settle before taking the measurement. 
Location 1: down-gradient from the spring source in standing water at 13:13. 
 

Table 1.2 Maynard Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 180 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.33 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.76 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 666 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 17 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 15.9 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. There was notable cover of dead Bromus 
tectorum, which was not recorded in the survey because the protocol only includes 
cover of live plants. Surveyors identified 10 plant species at the site, with 0.0532 
species/sqm. These included 7 native and 3 nonnative species.   
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Table 1.3 Maynard Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 5 3 
Shrub 5 3 
Mid-canopy 1 1 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 0 0 
 

Table 1.4 Maynard Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native Status Wetland 
Status Comments A B 

Acacia greggii SC N F  0 5 
Cynodon dactylon GC I F  10 5 
Nicotiana obtusifolia GC N U  0 1 
Phoradendron californicum SC N F  0 0.5 
Platanus wrightii MC N R  0 20 
Platanus wrightii SC N R  5 50 
Pluchea odorata GC N WR  3 0.5 
Polypogon monspeliensis GC I WR  1 0 
Salix exigua SC N WR  3 0 
Tamarix SC I WR  0.5 0 
Typha GC N W  80 0.1 
 

Fauna: Surveyors found no aquatic invertebrates other than a single dragonfly larva. 
Larry Stevens was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or observed 1 
aquatic invertebrate taxon and 10 vertebrate taxa. 
 

Table 1.5 Maynard Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Odonata L A Spot  1  
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Table 1.6 Maynard Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Coyote  sign scat 
Chipping Sparrow 10 obs at least 10 
Deer  sign scat 
Flycatcher 1 obs  
House Wren 1 obs  

Domestic Cow  sign 
3 very old cowpies 

with fresh scat outside 
the fence 

Squirrel  sign burrows, scat 
Woodrats  sign nest 
Magpie 1 obs  

domestic horse  sign fresh scat outside of 
the fence, none inside 

 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are moderate with some restoration potential (average condition score 3.3) and 
there is low risk (average risk score 2.7). Geomorphology condition is moderate with 
some restoration potential (average condition score 3.8) and there is low risk (average 
risk score 2). Habitat condition is moderate with some restoration potential (average 
condition score 3.6) and there is moderate risk (average risk score 3.2). Biotic integrity 
is moderate with some restoration potential (average condition score 3.6) and there is 
moderate risk (average risk score 3.1). Human influence of site is good with significant 
restoration potential (average condition score 4.4) and there is low risk (average risk 
score 2.2). Overall, the site condition is moderate with some restoration potential and 
there is low risk.  
 

Table 1.7 Maynard Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 3.3 2.7 
Geomorphology 3.8 2 
Habitat 3.6 3.2 
Biota 3.6 3.1 
Human Influence 4.4 2.2 
Overall Ecological Score 3.8 2.6 
 

Management Recommendations: The fence is doing a good job of protecting the 
source from cattle and game. Continue to maintain the fence. There are two small 
Tamarix saplings at the edge of the cattails. The managers may wish to remove the 
Tamarix. 
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Fig 1.2 Maynard Spring Sketchmap. 
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Fig 1.3 Maynard Spring: Spring flow emerges within this patch of cattails. The 
photographer is facing downslope; the springs outflow channel and springbox are out of 

view behind the cattails. 
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Fig 1.4 Maynard Spring: The springs habitat as viewed from creek right. The source is 
within the patch of cattails and the springbox is downstream of the sycamore tree on 

creek left. 
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2. Mike s Sprin g, 1 0/15 /20  

2. Mikes Spring, 10/15/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 251355 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Mikes Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Sand Spring-
Tikaboo Valleys 16060014 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Cold Creek USGS 
Quad, at 36.40167, -115.74804 measured using a GPS (WGS84). The elevation is 
approximately 2089 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna Mann surveyed the site on 
10/15/20 for 00:45 hours, beginning at 9:15, and collected data in 8 of 10 categories. 
This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 project using the 
Stevens/GDE hybrid protocol. 
 

 

Fig 2.1 Mikes Spring: The dry, sedge-filled source area. At the far end of the dry source, 
crew biologist Brianna Mann takes a Solar Pathfinder reading. 

 

Physical Description: Mikes Spring is a hillslope/helocrene spring. The site is on the 
north slope of Spring Mountains in sage-oak scrubland. There is a patch of grazed, 
dried-out Juncus within an elk fence. The fence is made of wood posts and wire mesh. 
This spring was reported by Jim Hurja (US Forest Service) based on a Categorical 
Exclusion document for the construction of the elk fence. The coordinates in the 
document do not precisely match this location, but the size and shape of the fence are 
consistent. The microhabitats associated with the spring cover 452 sqm. The site has 2 
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microhabitats, including A -- a 432 sqm low gradient cienega, B -- a 20 sqm channel. The 
geomorphic diversity is 0.08, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Mikes Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from a 
sedimentary, limestone rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a 
gravity flow force mechanism. The site receives approximately 99% of available solar 
radiation, with 6687 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: Drive through the community of Cold Creek on the main road. This 
road becomes Bonanza Camp Road after passing out of town on the south end. Almost 
immediately, there is a pull-out on the right that leads to a junction with a jeep road, FR 
45202B. Take this 4-wheel drive road toward the west as far as you are comfortable 
driving, then walk to the spring. 
 

Survey Notes: The fence is down in several places with elk trails passing through. The 
spring is completely dry. The soil is dry. The dry source area has some pedestals, 
indicating there is sometimes moisture there and it has experienced trampling by 
ungulates at that time.  
 

Flow: There was no spring flow, and the soil was dry. This spring is ephemeral.  
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. Surveyors identified 9 plant species at the site, 
with 0.0199 species/sqm. These included 8 native and 1 nonnative species.   
 

Table 2.1 Mikes Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 6 3 
Shrub 3 0 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 0 0 
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Table 2.2 Mikes Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native Status Wetland 
Status Comments A B 

Artemisia tridentata SC N U  0.1 5 
Carex douglasii GC N W  2 0.5 
Juncus balticus GC N W  25 1 
Medicago lupulina GC I WR  0.1 0 
Poa pratensis GC NI F  1 0.1 
Poaceae GC NI  closely grazed 0.5 0 
Quercus gambelii SC N U  0.5 0 
Rosa woodsii SC N F  5 25 
Taraxacum officinale GC NI F  0.1 0 
 

Fauna: The air temperature was 22 degrees Celcius. Brianna Mann was the wildlife 
biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or observed 2 terrestrial invertebrate taxa and 
6 vertebrate taxa. 
 

Table 2.3 Mikes Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Diptera Ad T Spot  1  
Orthoptera Ad T Spot  2  
 

Table 2.4 Mikes Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Elk  sign scat, carcass, tracks 
Deer  sign scat, carcass, tracks 
Brush Rabbit  sign scat, carcass, tracks 
Blue Jay 1 obs  
American Crow 1 call  
Jackrabbit 1 obs scat as well 
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Table 2.5 Mikes Spring Hydrologic Alteration 
Water diversion (permanently diverted)  
Water diversion (water eventually returns to site)  
Upgradient extraction of surface water or groundwater 
(prespring emergence)  

Downgradient capture of surface water or groundwater 
(post-spring emergence)  

Extraction of water within a wetland  
Extraction of water at spring source  
Regulated water flow by impoundment/dam  
Pollution  
Flooding  
Wells  
Other hydrologic disturbance  
None observed X 
Diverted volume  
Percent diverted  
 

Table 2.6 Mikes Spring Soil Alteration 
Channel erosion  
Compaction  
Debris flow  
Deposition  
Displacement of soil  
Erosion (general)  
Evaporate deposition  
Excavation  
Ground disturbance (general)  
Gully erosion  
Mass wasting  
Mining  
Pedestals or hummocks (by people or animals) X 
Pedestals (small-scale, rain-splash induced)  
Pipes  
Rill erosion  
Ruts (from vehicle tread)  
Sheet erosion  
Slump  
Splash erosion/soil crust  
Wind erosion  
Soil mixing/churning  
Soil removal (peat mining)  
Trails (by people or animals) X 
Other soil disturbance  
None observed  
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Table 2.7 Mikes Spring Structures 
Buried utility corridors  
Enclosure (such as spring house, spring box or concrete 
enclosure)  

Erosion control structure  
Exclosure fence X 
Oil and gas well  
Pipeline  
Point source pollution  
Power lines  
Road (includes construction and maintenance)  
Other structural disturbance  
None observed  
 

Table 2.8 Mikes Spring Recreational Effects 
Camp sites  
Tracks or trails by vehicles (ATV, 4-wheel drive, etc.)  
Other recreational disturbance  
None observed X 
 

Table 2.9 Mikes Spring Animal Effects (including multiple) 
Beaver activity  
Feral animals X 
Grazing or browsing (by ungulates) X 
Wild animals X 
Livestock  
Trails by animals or people X 
Trampling (by ungulates, native or nonnative) X 
Other animal disturbance  
None observed  
 

Table 2.10 Mikes Spring Miscellaneous (including multiple) 
Fire  
Tree cutting (timber harvest or other)  
Refuse disposal  
Other misc disturbance  
None observed X 
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Table 2.11 Mikes Spring Management Indicators 
Management Indicators Response Comment 

Hydrology   
Aquifer Functionality: No evidence suggests that the 
aquifer supplying groundwater to the site is being 
affected by groundwater withdrawal or loss of 
recharge. 

False drought-this spring is bone dry 

Watershed Functionality: Within the watershed, no 
evidence suggests upstream/upgradient hydrologic 
alteration that could adversely affect the GDE site. 

True  

Water Quality: Changes in water quality (surface or 
subsurface) are not affecting the groundwater 
dependent ecosystem site. 

True  

Geomorphology and Soils   
Landform Stability: No evidence of human-caused 
mass movement or other surface disturbance affecting 
the GDE site stability. 

True  

Runout Channel: The channel, if present, is functioning 
naturally and is not entrenched, eroded, or otherwise 
substantially altered. 

True  

Soil Integrity: Soils are intact and functional. For 
example, saturation is sufficient to maintain hydric 
soils, if present; there is not excessive erosion or 
deposition. 

False pedestals from ungulate trampling 

Biology   
Vegetation Composition: Site has anticipated cover of 
plant species associated with the site environment, 
and no evidence suggests that upland species are 
replacing hydric species. 

False dry; big sagebrush, gambel oak invading 

Vegetation Condition: Vegetation exhibits seasonally 
appropriate health and vigor. False Heavily grazed 

TES, SOI/SOC, Focal Floral Species: Anticipated floral 
species are present. True  

Faunal Species: Anticipated aquatic and terrestrial 
faunal species associated with the site environment 
are present. 

True  

TES, SOI/SOC, Focal Faunal Species: Anticipated faunal 
species are present. True  

Invasive Species: Invasive floral and faunal species are 
not established at the site. True  

Disturbances   
Flow Regulation: Flow regulation is not adversely 
affecting the site. True  

Construction and Road Effects: Construction, 
reconstruction, or maintenance of physical 
improvements, including roads, is not adversely 
affecting the site. 

True  

Fencing Effects: Protection fencing and exclosures are 
appropriate and functional. False gaps in fence have heavily used trails 

Herbivore Effects: Herbivory is not adversely affecting False heavily grazed, trampled 
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the site. 
Recreational Effects: Recreational uses, including trails, 
are not adversely affecting the site. True  

Other Disturbance Effects: Wildland fire, insect, 
disease, wind throw, avalanches, or other disturbances 
are not adversely affecting the site. 

UA recent fire, unclear if spring was affected 

Administrative Context   
Cultural Values: Archaeological, historical, or tribal 
values will not affect inventory, restoration, use, or 
management of this site. 

  

Land Ownership: The entire site and immediate area is 
under the jurisdiction and management of the Forest 
Service. 

  

Other Landowner Actions: Activities or management 
on lands outside Forest Service jurisdiction are not 
adversely affecting the site. 

  

Land Management Plan: The land and resource 
management plan provides for effective site 
protection. 

  

Environmental Compliance: Authorized and 
administrative uses are in compliance and are not 
adversely affecting the site. 

  

Water Uses: There are no substantial water uses in the 
watershed, or in the aquifer supplying groundwater to 
the site, that could directly or cumulatively adversely 
affect the GDE. 

  

Water Rights: Water rights have been filed for the site 
under state law or water uses exempted under state 
law are documented.  FS federal reserved rights 
documented as appropriate. Third-party water use in 
accordance with all elements of the water right or 
conditions of the exemption, & with FS authorization 
that allows the use. 
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Fig 2.2 Mikes Spring Sketchmap. 
 

 

Fig 2.3 Mikes Spring: Sedge-covered pedestals at the lower end of the dry source area 
(foreground) and the dry outflow channel running through a wild rose thicket 

(midground). The site's downstream fenceline crosses the channel just beyond the wild 
roses. 
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3. Mo ckingbi rd Sp ring,  12/ 02/ 20  

3. Mockingbird Spring, 12/02/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 109243 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Mockingbird Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake 
Mead Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. 
The spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Lime Wash USGS 
Quad, at 36.26279, -114.29270 measured using a GPS (WGS84). The elevation is 
approximately 848 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna Mann verified the site on 
12/02/20 at 12:45. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 project 
using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 3.1 Mockingbird Spring: The concrete trough, filled by the white pipe at its back left 
corner. The trough is overflowing, creating a muddy puddle to the left, and an outflow 

channel (out of view to the right). 
 

Physical Description: Mockingbird Spring is a limnocrene/anthropogenic spring. Some 
information about this site was  imported in February 2016 from a compilation of Don 
Sada's research, and the Land Manager ID number is from that dataset. In 2020, SSI 
surveyors wrote the following site description: Flow emerges from a white PVC pipe 
that sticks out of the ground next to a concrete trough inside a wooden corral. Flow 
from the pipe fills the trough, which is overflowing into the surrounding area and forms 
a sluggish, low gradient outflow channel through the corral area. The hill just east of the 
corral and trough has a thicket of riparian vegetation, including a patch of arrowweed 
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near the top. This patch of arrowweed is most likely the original spring source. The area 
surrounding this vegetation patch is fenced separately with barbed wire.  
 

Geomorphology: The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity flow force 
mechanism.  
 

Access Directions: This spring is in Gold Butte National Monument, where as of 2020 
most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo map and GPS to 
navigate to this spring. 
 

Survey Notes: The riparian vegetation patch on the hill has no detectible moisture in 
the soil or herbaceous vegetation. The fence surrounding this vegetation patch, which 
surveyors suspect is the original source, is intact with a functional walk-through gate. 
Downhill inside the corral, outflow from the overflowing trough continues downhill 
(southwest) for 15 meters and also forms a mucky pool on the north side of the trough. 
There is a small patch of grass (probably seedling rabbitsfoot grass) underneath the 
edge of the trough but no other herbaceous vegetation in the corral. There is abundant 
horse scat in the corral and some cow scat.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 0.034 liters/second, using a timed flow volume 
capture method. Surveyors measured flow from the pipe above the trough. This spring 
is perennial.  
 

Water Quality: The surveyor measured water quality in the trough. Location 1: in 
standing water in standing water at 13:13. 
 

Table 3.1 Mockingbird Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 120 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.333 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 8.18 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 665 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 15 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 9.5 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
 

Fauna: The wildlife biologist searched for but did not observe any aquatic 
invertebrates. Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors collected 
or observed 5 vertebrate taxa. 
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Table 3.2 Mockingbird Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Domestic Cow  sign a lot of scat 
domestic horse  sign a lot of scat 
Red-tailed Hawk 1 obs  
Willow Flycatcher 1 obs  
blackbird 1 obs  
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 14 subcategories, 
with 28 null condition scores, and 28 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 4) and 
there is moderate risk (average risk score 3). Geomorphology condition is very poor 
with very limited restoration potential (average condition score 1) and there is extreme 
risk (average risk score 6). Habitat condition is poor with limited restoration potential 
(average condition score 2.4) and there is high risk (average risk score 4.4). Biotic 
integrity is poor with limited restoration potential (average condition score 2) and 
there is very high risk (average risk score 5). Human influence of site is moderate with 
some restoration potential (average condition score 3.3) and there is moderate risk 
(average risk score 3.4). Overall, the site condition is poor with limited restoration 
potential and there is moderate risk.  
 

Table 3.3 Mockingbird Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 4 3 
Geomorphology 1 6 
Habitat 2.4 4.4 
Biota 2 5 
Human Influence 3.3 3.4 
Overall Ecological Score 2.1 3.6 
 

Management Recommendations: The only water reaching the surface at this spring is 
coming from the end of a pipe in a horse corral. Livestock and feral horses have full 
access to the water and are destroying any habitat that it might otherwise support. We 
recommend installing a float valve that will turn off the flow of water before the trough 
begins to overflow, thus leaving more water in the springs habitat. Alternatively, 
managers might modify the corral so that the livestock and horses are excluded from 
the part of the corral with an outflow channel, to allow the growth of wetland 
vegetation, which would support native fauna. 
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Fig 3.2 Mockingbird Spring: The arrowweed thicket that is likely the original source 
location. 

 

 

Fig 3.3 Mockingbird Spring: The corral with the trough inside. The photographer is on the 
hill southwest of the source and east of the trough. 
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4. Pipilo Rh eocr ene  Sprin g, 1 0/18/ 20  

4. Pipilo Rheocrene Spring, 10/18/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 251377 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Pipilo Rheocrene Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Sand 
Spring-Tikaboo Valleys 16060014 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Willow Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.40813, -115.79989 measured using a GPS (WGS84). The elevation is 
approximately 2278 meters. Brianna Mann verified the site on 10/18/20 at 10:55. This 
survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 project using the Stevens et al. 
Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 4.1 Pipilo Rheocrene Spring: The source, where seepage forms a tiny pool next to a small 
boulder, and the saturated patch of channel bed just downslope. 
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Physical Description: Pipilo Rheocrene Spring is a rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges 
from the bed of a steep narrow drainage channel surrounded by wild rose and willow. 
The source is at the base of a small boulder and forms a very small pool. Outflow is 
reabsorbed into the ground almost immediately.  
 

Geomorphology: Pipilo Rheocrene Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring 
from a combination rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity 
flow force mechanism.  
 

Access Directions: From Las Vegas, drive north on Hwy 95 for about 30 miles and turn 
left (SW) on Cold Creek Road (SR 372). Follow this road for about 13 miles to the 
community of Cold Creek. Just before entering the community, turn right (west) onto 
Wheeler Pass Road, a major dirt road. Drive for about 6 miles on Wheeler Pass Road. 
Park at a campground pullout on the right side of the road, at 36.403966 N, 115.787710 
W. Walk west up the drainage along an old jeep road for 900 meters. Drop over the 
saddle to the next canyon to the northwest. The site is in the bed of this canyon. The 
hike is best reached by following horse trails that cross the hillside and canyon. 
 

Survey Notes: The pool formed at the source is 9 cm by 9 cm, and the water is 2.5 cm 
deep. Saturated soil extends downstream of the source for 2 meters. There are dense 
willows and wild rose at the perimeter of the spring. There are no well-defined wildlife 
trails leading through this dense woody vegetation to the spring, and no evidence that 
ungulates are accessing the site. Several birds were drinking from the source at the time 
of survey, including Dark-eyed Juncos, Red-breasted Nuthatches, and Chipping 
Sparrows. There are abundant flies buzzing around the water. There is light leaf litter 
scattered within the seepage area and flood debris farther downstream.  
 

Flow: There is a small shallow pool of water, 9 cm diameter and 2.5 cm deep, but no 
flowing water. Surveyors were unable to measure flow because there was no outflow. 
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 32 subcategories, 
with 10 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.3) and 
there is low risk (average risk score 2). Geomorphology condition is good with 
significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.8) and there is low risk 
(average risk score 2). Habitat condition is good with significant restoration potential 
(average condition score 4) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.2). Biotic 
integrity is very good with excellent restoration potential (average condition score 5) 
and there is low risk (average risk score 2). Human influence of site is very good with 
excellent restoration potential (average condition score 5.4) and there is negligible risk 
(average risk score 1.1). Overall, the site condition is good with significant restoration 
potential and there is negligible risk.  
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Table 4.1 Pipilo Rheocrene Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely 
poor condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 
(extreme risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 4.3 2 
Geomorphology 4.8 2 
Habitat 4 2.2 
Biota 5 2 
Human Influence 5.4 1.1 
Overall Ecological Score 4.8 1.8 
 

Management Recommendations: This is a small spring in a remote landscape. No 
management action is recommended. Managers may with to monitor the spring flow 
rates to track water availability for wildlife in this area. 
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5. Qu ail Sprin g, 1 2/02/ 20  

5. Quail Spring, 12/02/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 109684 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Quail Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake Mead 
Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. The 
spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Lime Wash USGS Quad, at 
36.26659, -114.27608 measured using a GPS (WGS84). The elevation is approximately 
797 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna Mann surveyed the site on 12/02/20 for 
02:30 hours, beginning at 9:15, and collected data in 10 of 10 categories. This survey 
was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 project using the Stevens et al. Level 2 
protocol. 
 

 

Fig 5.1 Quail Spring: The pool with cattails and an old wooden corral fence in the 
foreground. The source is out of view on the opposite side of the pool. 

 

Physical Description: Quail Spring is a limnocrene/rheocrene spring. Flow emerges 
from a crack in the bedrock at the base of the left canyon wall of Quail Springs Creek. 
The water is warm and smells sulfurous. The flow forms a pool about 15 meters in 
diameter with a low gradient outflow channel that forms multiple shallow pools as it 
trickles through a thicket of woody riparian vegetation. The site is protected by a 
combination of historic wooden corral fencing, newer barbed wire, four inch wire mesh, 
and dense, spiny shrubs. The source pool is fenced separately from the rest of the site. 
In 2020, surveyors were not able to determine whether the pool was formed naturally 
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or by excavation. There were no pipes or springboxes. There is a dry, disconnected 
trough 30 meters downstream of the spring in Quail Spring Wash. The microhabitats 
associated with the spring cover 1964 sqm. The site has 4 microhabitats, including A -- a 
200 sqm pool, B -- a 128 sqm pool margin, C -- a 136 sqm channel, D -- a 1500 sqm 
terrace. The geomorphic diversity is 0.35, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Quail Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from an 
igneous, basalt rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity flow 
force mechanism. The site receives approximately 66% of available solar radiation, with 
4467 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: This spring is in Gold Butte National Monument, where as of 2020 
most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo map and GPS to 
navigate to this spring. A dirt road runs along the south rim of Quail Spring Canyon and 
historically dropped into the canyon about 1 km west of the spring, though in 2020 the 
road was closed just below the canyon rim. Park on the canyon rim, follow the 
deteriorated road into the canyon, and then walk about 1 km upstream (east) to the 
spring. 
 

Survey Notes: The fence encircling the cattail-filled source pool is intact and 
functioning to exclude cattle. The fence surrounding the thicket of woody vegetation 
associated with the runout channel is incomplete and relies partly on spiny shrubs to 
exclude cattle; it is successfully deterring cattle but not entirely excluding them. There 
are a few cowpies at the downstream end of the thicket, but the area outside the fence is 
much more heavily trampled and littered with cattle scat. Flow continues 55 meters 
downstream of the source (15 meters downstream of the lower fence line) before 
sinking into the ground.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 0.17 liters/second, using a timed flow volume 
capture method. The surveyor measured flow at the source, beneath a felled log where 
seepage flows over woody debris before entering the pond. This spring is perennial.  
 

Water Quality: The surveyor measured water quality where flow from the source 
enters the source pool. Location 1: at the spring source in standing water at 10:10. 
 

Table 5.1 Quail Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 120 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.427 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.39 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 857 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 10 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 23.05 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
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Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. There was notable cover of dead Bromus 
tectorum, which was not recorded in the survey because the protocol only includes 
cover of live plants. Surveyors identified 15 plant species at the site, with 0.0076 
species/sqm. These included 12 native and 3 nonnative species.   
 

Table 5.2 Quail Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 7 3 
Shrub 6 1 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 1 1 
Non-vascular 1 1 
 

Table 5.3 Quail Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native 
Status 

Wetland 
Status Comments A B C D 

Acacia greggii SC N F  0 0 25 25 
algae NV N? A  30 0 0 0 
Baccharis sarothroides SC N F  0 0 1 1 
Chilopsis linearis SC N F  15 20 50 50 
Cynodon dactylon GC I F  1 2 0 0 
Datura wrightii GC N F  0 1 1 1 
Lycium SC N F  0 0 0 2 
Mimulus guttatus GC N WR  1 8 1 0 
Nicotiana obtusifolia GC N U  0 1 1 0 
Phoradendron californicum SC N F  0 0 0 1 
Polypogon monspeliensis GC I WR seedling 1 5 0.1 0 
Potamogeton AQ NI A  50 0 0 0 
Pseudognaphalium GC N   0 0 0.1 0 
Tamarix SC I WR  10 15 10 5 
Typha GC N W  40 0 0.1 0 
 

Fauna: There are down feathers in the source pool. There may be a raptor nesting in 
this area; an unidentified raptor was seen in the spring pool with something in its beak. 
There were unidentified mammal-like noises coming from the source area. There were 
large, likely invasive snails (collected for ID) in both the source pool and the lower, 
cattle affected area. Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors 
collected or observed 2 aquatic and 1 terrestrial invertebrate taxa and 14 vertebrate 
taxa. 
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Table 5.4 Quail Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Coleoptera L  Collected 
spot  2  

Diptera L  
Collected 

spot  5  

Hemiptera Aphididae Ad T Collected 
spot  5  

Mollusca Gastropoda Ad  Collected 
spot  8  

Odonata L A Collected 
spot  10  

 

Table 5.5 Quail Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Quail 2 call  
Domestic Cow 3 obs  
Horse  sign scat 
Chipping Sparrow 2 obs  
Black-throated Sparrow 4 obs  
House Wren 1 obs  
Red-tailed Hawk 1 obs  
Round-tailed Ground Squirrel  sign scat 
Skunk  sign scat 
Deer  sign scat 
Woodrats  sign scat 
Coyote  sign scat 
Orange-crowned Warbler 2 obs  
Fox  sign scat 
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.2) and 
there is negligible risk (average risk score 1.8). Geomorphology condition is good with 
significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.8) and there is low risk 
(average risk score 2). Habitat condition is very good with excellent restoration 
potential (average condition score 5) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.4). 
Biotic integrity is good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 
4.4) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.5). Human influence of site is very good 
with excellent restoration potential (average condition score 5.3) and there is negligible 
risk (average risk score 1.6). Overall, the site condition is good with significant 
restoration potential and there is low risk.  
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Table 5.6 Quail Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 4.2 1.8 
Geomorphology 4.8 2 
Habitat 5 2.4 
Biota 4.4 2.5 
Human Influence 5.3 1.6 
Overall Ecological Score 4.8 2 
 

Management Recommendations: The fencing at Quail Spring is successfully 
protecting the spring source area. Continue to maintain the fence as this area supports 
an abundance of wildlife and aquatic invertebrates. Consider diverting the lower 
seepage to a cattle tank or trough, so that the cattle have access to water other than in 
muddy hoof prints in the unfenced habitat. Consider removing the Tamarix and 
investigating the potentially invasive springsnails at this site. 
 

 

Fig 5.2 Quail Spring Sketchmap. 
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Fig 5.3 Quail Spring: The downstream extent of flow, where the spring is not fenced. This 
part of the springs habitat is heavily trampled by cattle. 

 

 

Fig 5.4 Quail Spring: The source issuing from the bedrock behind the tree root and flowing 
directly into the spring pool. 
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6. Red Blu ff Ro ad Sp ring, 12/ 04/2 0  

6. Red Bluff Road Spring, 12/04/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 95991 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Red Bluff Road Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake 
Mead Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. 
The spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Overton Beach USGS 
Quad, at 36.46030, -114.25318 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 
2 meters). The elevation is approximately 494 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna 
Mann surveyed the site on 12/04/20 for 01:45 hours, beginning at 10:30, and collected 
data in 10 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 2 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 6.1 Red Bluff Road Spring: The springs source and outflow channel, as viewed from the 
downstream extent of the survey area. Note the abundant chemical precipitate crust 

covering the moist roadbed. 
 

Physical Description: Red Bluff Road Spring is a rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges 
from the bed of Mud Wash, near the left canyon wall. There is a road bulldozed through 
this part of the wash and some of the seepage emerges directly into the road. Additional 
seepage emerges from the stream banks on either side of the road. The microhabitats 
associated with the spring cover 342 sqm. The site has 4 microhabitats, including A -- a 
34 sqm channel, B -- a 110 sqm road, C -- a 126 sqm low gradient cienega, D -- a 72 sqm 
terrace. The geomorphic diversity is 0.56, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
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Geomorphology: Red Bluff Road Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from 
a sedimentary, shale rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity 
flow force mechanism. The site receives approximately 67% of available solar radiation, 
with 4566 Mj annually. 
 
Access Directions: This spring is in Gold Butte National Monument, where, as of 2020, 
most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo map and GPS to 
navigate to this spring. From I-15, at Riverside, NV, drive south on Gold Butte Road for 
about 30 miles. Near Devil's Throat, turn west and follow signs toward Little Finland. 
This route will take you down a wash for about 5 miles, where there is another sign to 
turn north out of the wash to reach Little Finland.  At this point, instead of following the 
sign, continue driving down the wash west for another mile until you reach a fence. Park 
and walk downstream about 250 m to the spring. It is also possible to drive to the 
spring, but it is less destructive to the landscape to park by the fence and walk. 
 

Survey Notes: Horse or burro scat and tracks are present at this spring source and 
throughout this canyon. The dominant wetland vegetation, bullrushes (Schoenoplectus 
americanus), have all been grazed. There is a substantial deposit of precipitates on the 
moist areas of ground. There are fresh tire tracks on the road. Flow from the source 
combines with flow from Red Bluff Main Spring (SSI ID 95990) about 120 meters 
downstream.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 0.12 liters/second, using a timed flow volume 
capture method. Surveyors measured flow 50 meters downstream of the first moist soil. 
This spring is perennial.  
 

Water Quality: The surveyor measured several water chemistry parameters at the 
source (location 1) and measured dissolved oxygen about 40 meters downstream of the 
source (location 2). Location 1: at the spring source in standing water at 10:10. Location 
2: down-gradient from the spring source in flowing water at 10:10. 
 

Table 6.1 Red Bluff Road Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 180 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 2.509 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.4 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 3685 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 8 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, water C 11.02 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Dissolved oxygen (field) (mg/L) 10 2 CHEMets DO kit 
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Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. Surveyors identified 9 plant species at the site, 
with 0.0263 species/sqm. These included 7 native and 2 nonnative species.   
 

Table 6.2 Red Bluff Road Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 4 4 
Shrub 4 2 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 1 1 
 

Table 6.3 Red Bluff Road Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native 
Status 

Wetland 
Status Comments A B C D 

algae NV N? A  0.1 0 0 0 
Distichlis spicata GC N WR  5 0 20 5 
Heliotropium curassavicum GC N W  0 0 1 0 
Isocoma acradenia SC N F  0 0.1 2 1 
Polypogon monspeliensis GC I WR  0 0.1 0 0 
Prosopis SC N F sapling 0 0 0.2 0 
Schoenoplectus americanus GC N W  10 0.1 25 0 
Suaeda moquinii SC N WR  0 0 0 5 
Tamarix SC I WR  1 0.5 6 6 
 

Fauna: Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or 
observed 2 aquatic and 1 terrestrial invertebrate taxa and 5 vertebrate taxa. 
 

Table 6.4 Red Bluff Road Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Coleoptera Ad  Collected 
spot  4  

Coleoptera Dytiscidae Ad A Collected 
spot  1  

Diptera L  Collected 
spot  1  

Hemiptera Ad T Collected 
spot  1  

Trichoptera L A Collected 
spot  1  
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Table 6.5 Red Bluff Road Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Burro  sign tracks and scat 
Domestic Cow  sign tracks and scat 
Woodrats  sign nest 
Rabbit  sign scat 
Horse  sign scat 
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.2) and 
there is low risk (average risk score 2.8). Geomorphology condition is moderate with 
some restoration potential (average condition score 3.4) and there is moderate risk 
(average risk score 3.8). Habitat condition is moderate with some restoration potential 
(average condition score 3) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.2). Biotic 
integrity is good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 3.9) and 
there is low risk (average risk score 2.8). Human influence of site is good with 
significant restoration potential (average condition score 4) and there is moderate risk 
(average risk score 2.9). Overall, the site condition is moderate with some restoration 
potential and there is moderate risk.  
 

Table 6.6 Red Bluff Road Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 4.2 2.8 
Geomorphology 3.4 3.8 
Habitat 3 2.2 
Biota 3.9 2.8 
Human Influence 4 2.9 
Overall Ecological Score 3.8 2.9 
 

Management Recommendations: This spring emerges in a dirt road. Managers may 
wish to build an alternate road outside of spring habitat or otherwise close or block off 
this road. Throughout Gold Butte ACEC, designated driving routes are well marked, as 
are many area off limits to vehicle traffic. The road that leads down this canyon is not 
signed as designated or off limits. We recommend land managers clearly sign this route 
as permitted or prohibited. 
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Fig 6.2 Red Bluff Road Spring Sketchmap. 
 

 

Fig 6.3 Red Bluff Road Spring: The flow measurement location 50 m downstream of the first 
moist soil and 37 meters downstream of the emergence of flow. 
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Fig 6.4 Red Bluff Road Spring: The spring emerging into the ditch on the right side of the 
road (midground) and directly into the roadbed (farther away, next to the biologist 

carrying a backpack). The photographer is facing downstream. 
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7. Red R ock Rig ht Spri ng, 12/0 5/2 0  

7. Red Rock Right Spring, 12/05/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 251541 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Red Rock Right Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake 
Mead Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. 
The spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Devils Throat USGS 
Quad, at 36.46269, -114.20907 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 
2 meters). The elevation is approximately 580 meters. Andrea Hazelton verified the site 
on 12/05/20 at 9:45. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 7.1 Red Rock Right Spring: The uppermost 15 m long reach of spring flow within this 
arrowweed-filled wash bottom. The emergence is beneath the leafless mesquite. The 

photographer is facing upstream 
 

Physical Description: Red Rock Right Spring is a rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges 
from the bed of a sandy downcut wash that drains a sandstone badland. Bedrock is 
exposed in the channel near the emergence point. There is abundant salt crust in the 
sandy channel.  
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Access Directions: This spring is in Gold Butte National Monument, where as of 2020 
most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo map and GPS to 
navigate to this spring. From I-15 at Riverside, NV, drive south on Gold Butte Road for 
about 30 miles. Near Devil's Throat, turn west and follow signs to Little Finland. This 
route will take you down a wash for about 5 miles, where there is another sign to turn 
north out of the wash to reach Little Finland. As you approach Little Finland, you will 
see a distinctive cliff with a seepline and several palm trees. This is Little Finland Seep. 
Park on the sand hill just north (left) of the north end of this cliff band, next to a fence. 
Cross the fenceline and walk northeast about 1 km to the spring. 
 

Survey Notes: There is a small amount of seepage in the narrow (0.5 meter wide) 
springbrook. The wash bottom is about 30 meters wide and full of arrowweed. There is 
other wetland vegetation along the springbrook, including two species of Juncus, which 
indicates that this spring is fairly permanent. There is much wildlife sign in the 
surrounding dunes and some horse/burro sign. The surveyor observed a cow a half 
kilometer south (downstream), but no cattle sign at the spring. There was moist sand in 
the channel for over 100 meters upstream of the surface flow emergence. Flow 
porpoises in the channel for 250 meters downstream of the first emergence, though it is 
not visibly moving. The estimated flow rate was less than 0.01 L/sec.  
 

 

Fig 7.2 Red Rock Right Spring: A pool on exposed bedrock in the wash bottom, about 60 m 
downstream of the spring source. 
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8. Red R ock Sp rings,  12/ 05/2 0  

8. Red Rock Springs, 12/05/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 19650 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Red Rock Springs ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake Mead 
Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. The 
spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Devils Throat USGS Quad, 
at 36.46095, -114.20905 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 9 
meters). The elevation is approximately 547 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna 
Mann surveyed the site on 12/05/20 for 10:00 hours, beginning at 10:00, and collected 
data in 10 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 2 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 8.1 Red Rock Springs: The small pool formed at the spring source in this narrow wash 
bottom. The shallow headcut marking the upstream extent of the flow is just out of 

view, below the bottom of the photo. Flow trickles downstream out of this pool through 
the vegetation in the channel (top of photo). 
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Physical Description: Red Rock Springs is a rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges in the 
bed of a wash, on the downstream side of a shallow headcut. The seepage forms a small 
pool, and then flows down the wash bed for about 30 meters before sinking into the 
ground. Upstream of the first emergence of flow, the channel is saturated for about 5 
meters. There is no springs development infrastructure at this site, except for a fenced 
in area of several acres up the wash from this spring and a USGS stream gauge 0.5 miles 
up the wash from the Red Rock trailhead. The microhabitats associated with the spring 
cover 82 sqm. The site has 2 microhabitats, including A -- a 16 sqm channel, B -- a 66 
sqm terrace. The geomorphic diversity is 0.21, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity 
index. 
 

Geomorphology: Red Rock Springs emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from a 
sedimentary, sandstone rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a 
gravity flow force mechanism. The site receives approximately 99% of available solar 
radiation, with 6714 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: This spring is in Gold Butte National Monument, where as of 2020 
most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo map and GPS to 
navigate to this spring. From I-15 at Riverside, NV, drive south on Gold Butte Road for 
about 30 miles. Near Devil's Throat, turn west and follow signs to Little Finland. This 
route will take you down a wash for about 5 miles, where there is another sign to turn 
north out of the wash to reach Little Finland. As you approach Little Finland, you will 
see a distinctive cliff with a seepline and several palm trees. This is Little Finland Seep. 
Park on the sand hill just north (left) of the north end of this cliff band, next to a fence. 
Cross the fenceline and walk northeast about 1 km to the spring. 
 

Survey Notes: Seepage continues for 30 meters downstream of the emergence of flow. 
Upstream of the flow emergence point, riparian vegetation continues for about 25 
meters and there is a single cottonwood tree about 15 meters upstream of the 
emergence point. There is some evidence of equines and cattle at this spring. There is 
horse scat in the drainage. There is a cow standing in the distance. Significant tracks and 
scat suggest that this site is heavily used by native wildlife.  
 

Flow: Surveyors visually estimated the flow at less than 0.01 L/s. The water in the 
channel was not moving perceptibly. This spring is perennial. Surveyors were unable to 
measure flow because there was too little outflow to measure. 
 

Water Quality: Location 1: at the spring source in standing water at 10:10. 
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Table 8.1 Red Rock Springs Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 180 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.529 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.73 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 677 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 13 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 5.95 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. There was notable cover of dead Bromus 
tectorum, which was not recorded in the survey because the protocol only includes 
cover of live plants. Surveyors identified 12 plant species at the site, with 0.1463 
species/sqm. These included 11 native and 1 nonnative species.   
 

Table 8.2 Red Rock Springs Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 6 4 
Shrub 6 2 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 0 0 
 

Table 8.3 Red Rock Springs Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native Status Wetland 
Status Comments A B 

Andropogon glomeratus GC N F  20 20 
Coleogyne ramosissima SC N U  0 0.5 
Eleocharis GC N W  4 0.5 
Isocoma acradenia SC N F  3 5 
Juncus torreyi GC N W  2 0.5 
Juncus xiphioides GC N W  2 0.5 
Mortonia scabrella SC N U  0 1 
Muhlenbergia asperifolia GC N WR  1 15 
Pluchea sericea SC N WR  0 5 
Sporobolus flexuosus GC N F  0 15 
Tamarix SC I WR  1 3 
Yucca SC N U  0 0.5 
 

Fauna: There are few aquatic invertebrates at this site. Brianna Mann was the wildlife 
biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or observed 1 aquatic invertebrate taxon and 9 
vertebrate taxa. 
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Table 8.4 Red Rock Springs Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Diptera Culicidae L A Collected 
spot  12  

 

Table 8.5 Red Rock Springs Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Equine  sign horse or burro scat 
Domestic Cow 1 obs one large bull and scat 
Coyote  sign scat 
Greater Roadrunner 1 obs  
Cottontail Rabbit 1 obs tracks and scat 
Kit Fox  sign tracks 
Kangaroo Rat  sign burrows, scat 
Bell's Sage Sparrow 12 obs drinking from source 
Dark-eyed Junco 1 obs  
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.2) and 
there is negligible risk (average risk score 1.5). Geomorphology condition is good with 
significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.4) and there is negligible 
risk (average risk score 1.8). Habitat condition is good with significant restoration 
potential (average condition score 4.4) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.2). 
Biotic integrity is good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 
4.8) and there is low risk (average risk score 1.9). Human influence of site is very good 
with excellent restoration potential (average condition score 5.3) and there is negligible 
risk (average risk score 1.1). Overall, the site condition is good with significant 
restoration potential and there is negligible risk.  
 

Table 8.6 Red Rock Springs Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 4.2 1.5 
Geomorphology 4.4 1.8 
Habitat 4.4 2.2 
Biota 4.8 1.9 
Human Influence 5.3 1.1 
Overall Ecological Score 4.7 1.6 
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Management Recommendations: This site is fairly remote and receives relative few 
negative impacts from horses and cows. It appears that wildlife are currently using this 
site as a drinking source. Managers may wish to monitor the water quality, specifically 
salinity, to see if the water remains drinkable for wildlife. Remove the feral cattle. 
 

 

Fig 8.2 Red Rock Springs Sketchmap. 
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Fig 8.3 Red Rock Springs: The downstream extent of the survey area, where flow sinks into 
the ground after flowing over a section of exposed bedrock. The photographer is 

standing 35 m downstream of the source and facing upstream. 
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9. Rose  Sprin g, 1 0/17/ 20  

9. Rose Spring, 10/17/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 182098 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Rose Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Ivanpah-
Pahrump Valleys 16060015 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Wheeler Well USGS 
Quad, at 36.34653, -115.77341 (NAD83, estimated position error 8 meters). The 
elevation is approximately 2271 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna Mann verified 
the site on 10/17/20 at 17:00. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 
2020 project using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 9.1 Rose Spring: The excavated hillslope sources, as viewed from the GPS coordinates, 
which are at the north end of the seepage (photographer is facing south, or down-

canyon). The well is out of view, about 10 m to the right, closer to the canyon bottom. 
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Physical Description: Rose Spring is a hillslope/anthropogenic spring. Seepage 
emerges from an excavated hillslope on the left (east) slope of a small canyon. As of 
2021, the seeping excavated area is long and narrow (30 meters long by 4 meters wide), 
and runs parallel with the creek bed. There are multiple emergences in the excavated 
area with some pooling water. One surveyor, prior to 2021, described this spring as 
originally an excavated pond for cattle, which later became filled with sediment. Nearby, 
there is a round metal well, 0.5 meters in diameter, with its lid fused on, and a dry 
trough. Both are near the dry creek bottom about 10 meters downslope of the excavated 
slope. One surveyor noted a 1-inch pipe exiting the source towards a trough, but in 
2020 that pipe was not visible. Another past surveyor noted that the emergence that is 
farthest from the infrastructure appears to be have been excavated when the spring 
originally was developed, (1919-1921). This spring was originally verified using old 
water rights records. Old water rights have this spring listed as Rosebud Spring, with 
Pinon Spring at the nearby Bud Spring location. Rosebud Spring currently is listed on 
official maps west of this spring, and may have been misnamed. That spring was at one 
time (prior to 2020) reported as dry, but the date of that report is lost.  
 

Access Directions: From the community of Cold Creek, drive for about 13 miles on 
Wheeler Pass Road. Turn left (east) onto FR 566. Drive 0.9 mi on FR 566 and turn left 
onto FR 566 B. Drive 2.2 mi and keep right at an unnamed junction. Drive 0.7 mi, park, 
and walk west (downhill) toward the spring. Alternately, you can navigate to Buck 
Spring (# 152983) and then walk upstream (north) for about 500 meters. 
 

Survey Notes: There are 3 separate patches of seepage along the 30 meter length of 
excavated hillslope. In the middle patch, the seepage forms a pool a little over 1 square 
meter and 10 cm deep. The rest of the seepage is diffuse and gently trickling, forming 
pools only in hoof prints. The seepage trickles downslope for about 10 meters but does 
not reach the canyon bottom. The entire seepage area is muddy, heavily tracked by 
ungulate hooves, and supports very little wetland vegetation. There are abundant birds 
including spotted towhees, red breasted nuthatches, and sparrows. Horse, deer, and elk 
signs are in the vicinity. Seepage at this spring would be too diffuse to measure.  
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are moderate with some restoration potential (average condition score 3) and 
there is moderate risk (average risk score 3). Geomorphology condition is poor with 
limited restoration potential (average condition score 2) and there is moderate risk 
(average risk score 3). Habitat condition is poor with limited restoration potential 
(average condition score 2) and there is moderate risk (average risk score 3). Biotic 
integrity is moderate with some restoration potential (average condition score 3) and 
there is moderate risk (average risk score 3). Human influence of site is moderate with 
some restoration potential (average condition score 3.8) and there is low risk (average 
risk score 2.3). Overall, the site condition is moderate with some restoration potential 
and there is low risk.  
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Table 9.1 Rose Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 3 3 
Geomorphology 2 3 
Habitat 2 3 
Biota 3 3 
Human Influence 3.8 2.3 
Overall Ecological Score 2.9 2.8 
 

Management Recommendations: In a 2016 survey, Jim Hurja (USFS) stated that this 
spring is in need of restoration. As it is a relatively small excavated area at the bottom of 
a small canyon, these surveyors are not sure what he might have in mind. The spring's 
vegetation and water quality would improve with lower grazing pressure from 
ungulates (horse, elk, deer) but surveyors would not recommend fencing in this 
particular situation as the spring is in a canyon bottom and a fence would soon be 
destroyed by flooding. A reduced stocking rate, if feasible, would help. 
 

 

Fig 9.2 Rose Spring: The well and surrounding seepage, located about 10 meters downhill 
(closer to canyon bottom) from the excavated hillslope source. 
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Fig 9.3 Rose Spring: Crew geographer Andrea Hazelton records data at the south end of 
the excavated hillslope sources. The photographer is facing north, or up-canyon. 
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10. Ru by Spri ng, 12/0 1/20  

10. Ruby Spring, 12/01/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 109891 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Ruby Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake Mead 
Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. The 
spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Jumbo Peak USGS Quad, at 
36.16965, -114.23927 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 2 
meters). The elevation is approximately 1061 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna 
Mann surveyed the site on 12/01/20 for 02:00 hours, beginning at 11:40, and collected 
data in 10 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 2 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 10.1 Ruby Spring: The downstream extent of springs flow, with the dry concrete trough 
just right of the channel and the terminus of the OHV trail beyond it. 

 

Physical Description: Ruby Spring is a rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges from the 
bed of a narrow wash draining the southern hills of the Gold Butte National Monument. 
The seepage sinks into the ground and re-emerges twice within the 60 meter length of 
stream channel. There is a low concrete dam crossing the channel near the top of the 
lowest flowing reach. A metal pipe drips water over this dam and two PVC pipes are 
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visible just downstream of the dam. A concrete trough sits on the right side of the 
channel about 6 meters downstream of the dam. A 4WD trail approaches this spring 
from down-channel and ends just downstream of the spring. There is one additional 
metal pipe (dry) exposed where flow sinks into the ground near the end of the 4WD 
trail. The microhabitats associated with the spring cover 488 sqm. The site has 2 
microhabitats, including A -- a 88 sqm channel, B -- a 400 sqm channel. The geomorphic 
diversity is 0.20, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Ruby Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from a 
metamorphic rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity flow 
force mechanism. The site receives approximately 95% of available solar radiation, with 
6420 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: This spring is at the southern end of Gold Butte National Monument, 
where as of 2020 most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo 
map and GPS to navigate to this spring. The spring is at least 2 hours drive south of Gold 
Butte Townsite. A jeep or off-highway vehicle is recommended. 
 

Survey Notes: Water is seeping slowly wherever there is flow. In most places the water 
appears stagnant. The metal pipe that crosses the dam is dripping. One of the black PVC 
pipes below the dam is dripping but the ends of the other pipes are buried. The concrete 
trough is dry. The well-trodden trails approach and cross the spring and there is 
abundant horse scat. Horse scat is abundant throughout the landscape.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 0.044 liters/second, using a timed flow volume 
capture method. Flow was adjusted for an estimate of 85% of site flow capture. 
Surveyors measured flow as it emerged from the back pipe and in the channel adjacent 
to the pipe. This spring is perennial.  
 

Water Quality: Location 1: at the spring source in standing water at 11:11. 
 

Table 10.1 Ruby Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 160 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 1.079 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.6 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 2200 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 15 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 11.9 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
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Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. There was notable cover of dead Bromus 
tectorum, which was not recorded in the survey because the protocol only includes 
cover of live plants. Some of the Baccharis has wide leaves and may be a hybrid. 
Surveyors identified 8 plant species at the site, with 0.0164 species/sqm. These 
included 7 native and 1 nonnative species.   
 

Table 10.2 Ruby Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 6 2 
Shrub 2 0 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 0 0 
 

Table 10.3 Ruby Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native Status Wetland 
Status Comments A B 

Baccharis sarothroides SC N A  10 20 
Chenopodium GC NI   0.1 1 
Echinocereus mojavensis SC N U  0 0.1 
Heliotropium curassavicum GC N W  0.1 1 
Nicotiana obtusifolia GC N U  2 5 
Penstemon GC N U  0 1 

Polypogon monspeliensis GC I WR mostly 
seedlings 1 0 

Sphaeralcea GC N U  0 0.5 
 

Fauna: Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or 
observed 1 aquatic and 2 terrestrial invertebrate taxa and 6 vertebrate taxa. 
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Table 10.4 Ruby Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Coleoptera Ad  Collected 
spot  2  

Diptera Ad T Collected 
spot  3  

Diptera L  Collected 
spot  4  

Hymenoptera Ad T Collected 
spot  3  

Ixodida Ixodidae   Collected 
spot  1  

Zooplankton Ostracoda Ad A Collected 
spot  1  

 

Table 10.5 Ruby Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Chipping Sparrow 12 obs  
Pocket Gopher 1 obs  
Horse  sign scat and tracks 
Coyote  sign scat 
Dark-eyed Junco 2 obs  
Rock Wren 1 obs  
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are moderate with some restoration potential (average condition score 3.7) and 
there is low risk (average risk score 2.3). Geomorphology condition is moderate with 
some restoration potential (average condition score 3.4) and there is low risk (average 
risk score 2.2). Habitat condition is moderate with some restoration potential (average 
condition score 3.6) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.6). Biotic integrity is 
good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 4) and there is low 
risk (average risk score 2.5). Human influence of site is good with significant restoration 
potential (average condition score 4.1) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.6). 
Overall, the site condition is moderate with some restoration potential and there is low 
risk.  
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Table 10.6 Ruby Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 3.7 2.3 
Geomorphology 3.4 2.2 
Habitat 3.6 2.6 
Biota 4 2.5 
Human Influence 4.1 2.6 
Overall Ecological Score 3.8 2.5 
 

Management Recommendations: This spring has high value as it is the only one for 
miles. There are wildlife guzzlers throughout the landscape but they are set up to 
exclude horses and other large mammals. This spring would be in better ecological 
condition if fewer horses used it. Perhaps if managers repaired the infrastructure and 
the trough filled, the horses would defecate on the springs habitat less. 
 

 

Fig 10.2 Ruby Spring Sketchmap. 
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Fig 10.3 Ruby Spring: The low concrete dam with dripping metal pipe. 
 

 

Fig 10.4 Ruby Spring: The spring source, where it emerges into a narrow wash bed. 
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11. Saw mill Sprin g, 10 /14/ 20  

11. Sawmill Spring, 10/14/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 153333 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Sawmill Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Sand Spring-
Tikaboo Valleys 16060014 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Willow Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.39991, -115.75304 measured using a GPS (WGS84). The elevation is 
approximately 2159 meters. Talia Bar Yaacov, Tara Blake, Andrea Hazelton, Chantal 
Iosso, and Brianna Mann surveyed the site on 10/14/20 for 00:55 hours, beginning at 
15:35, and collected data in 10 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the 
Clark County SSI 2020 project using the Stevens/GDE hybrid protocol. 
 

 

Fig 11.1 Sawmill Spring: The sources and the pool where flow collects. At upper left, slow 
seepage emerges from the bed of the canyon. Near upper right beneath a rose bush, a 

second source produces a small flowing stream. The photographer is facing southwest, 
or upstream. 
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Physical Description: Sawmill Spring is a hillslope/rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges 
from the bed and left bank of a dry channel in a steep narrow canyon at the north end of 
the Spring Mountains. This spring is part of a porpoising rheocrenic springs complex in 
Sawmill Canyon. As of 2020, there was a small source 40 meters upstream of this one, 
and another 8 meters downstream, neither of which are mapped as separate springs. 
There are additional mapped springs in the complex farther upstream and downstream. 
The channel substrate is relatively coarse with large, angular clasts and some bedrock 
exposure. The microhabitats associated with the spring cover 3 sqm. The site has 2 
microhabitats, including A -- a 2 sqm channel, B -- a 2 sqm pool. The geomorphic 
diversity is 0.30, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Sawmill Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from a 
sedimentary, limestone rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a 
gravity flow force mechanism. The site receives approximately 51% of available solar 
radiation, with 3434 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: From the community of Cold Creek, follow the main road through 
town and turn right (west) onto Pinyon Road. The road will turn left after one block and 
then right, where it becomes Cold Spring Road. Drive west on this road to the water 
tower. Just before the gate to the water tower, turn left onto a jeep trail. This trail is 
passable for a normal 4-wheel drive truck for the first half mile, and then there is a 
steep rocky stretch which requires an ATV. Continue or park and hike. The road ends a 
few hundred meters past the rocky spot. From there, follow a trail uphill through a gate 
and east to Sawmill Creek. Walk upstream along Sawmill Creek for about 200 meters, to 
a waterfall. Scramble upstream to the top of the waterfall and continue walking 
upstream 50 meters to the spring. 
 

Survey Notes: The seepage forms a small pool (1 meter diameter) with no outflow. 
Seepage re-emerges about 8 meters downstream of the pool and continues 
downstream. The source 40 meters upstream of this one (not mapped as a separate 
spring) forms a stagnant pool with no outflow. There is no tree cover and low moderate 
shrub cover, mostly wild rose, at the source and around the wash. Horses were 
observed and scat and tracks were present. The surrounding hills are covered in 
shrubby oak and mountain mahogany, with evidence of a historic burn.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 0.1 liters/second, using a timed flow volume 
capture method. Flow was adjusted for an estimate of 80% of site flow capture. The 
surveyor measured flow 1 m from the flowing source that emerges from the left bank 
under the rose bush, just before the flow collects into a pool in the flood channel.  
 

Water Quality: The surveyor measured water quality using a Hanna Combo (FNW low 
green), last calibrated on the day of the survey. Location 1: at the spring source in 
flowing water at 15:15. 
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Table 11.1 Sawmill Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 200 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved oxygen (field) (mg/L) 5.5 1 CHEMets DO kit 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.203 1 Hanna Combo 
pH (field) 7.19 1 Hanna Combo 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 406 1 Hanna Combo 
Temperature, air C 19 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 9.4 1 Hanna Combo 
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. Surveyors identified 4 plant species at the site, 
with 1.3333 species/sqm. These included 4 native and 0 nonnative species.   
 

Table 11.2 Sawmill Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 1 1 
Shrub 2 0 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 1 1 
 

Table 11.3 Sawmill Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native Status Wetland 
Status Comments A B 

Aquilegia GC N W  1 0 
Ribes cereum SC N U  1 0 
Rosa woodsii SC N F  10 1 
unknown moss NV N WR  1 0 
 

Fauna: Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or 
observed 4 aquatic invertebrate taxa and 4 vertebrate taxa. 
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Table 11.4 Sawmill Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Bivalvia Ad A Collected 
spot  1  

Coleoptera L  
Collected 

spot  7  

Plecoptera L A Collected 
spot  12  

Trichoptera L A Collected 
spot  5  

Turbellaria Ad A Collected 
spot  8  

 

Table 11.5 Sawmill Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Horse 2 obs  
American Crow  obs  
Finch 1 obs  
Rock Squirrel 1 obs  
 

 

Fig 11.2 Sawmill Spring Sketchmap. 
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Fig 11.3 Sawmill Spring: A small stagnant pool in the canyon bed, 40 m upstream from the 
main mapped source. The photographer is facing southwest, or up-canyon. This is the 

upstream-most moisture that surveyors found in Sawmill Canyon on the day of the 
survey. 
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Fig 11.4 Sawmill Spring: The water quality measurement location, just below the flowing 
source that emerged from beneath the rose bush. 
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Fig 11.5 Sawmill Spring: Reemergence of flow 10 m downstream of the main mapped 
source. The photographer is facing north, or downstream. 
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12. Sou th of  Ruby  Sprin g, 1 2/01/ 20  

12. South of Ruby Spring, 12/01/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 110927 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The South of Ruby Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake 
Mead Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. 
The spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Jumbo Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.14778, -114.22544 measured using a GPS (WGS84). The elevation is 
approximately 1176 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna Mann verified the site on 
12/01/20 at 11:00. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 project 
using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 12.1 South of Ruby Spring: The dry drainage upstream of the reported spring location. 
There  are remnants of an old mining camp about 50 meters beyond where the UTV is 

parked (not visible). 
 

Physical Description: South of Ruby Spring is a hypocrene spring. If this location was 
ever a spring, there is no evidence as of 2020, except that it is marked as a spring on 
topo maps. The site is in a drainage bottom and there are sporadic catclaw brushes just 
above a steep drop off the south side of a mountain. It is a likely location for a spring but 
there is no moisture or other evidence of moisture. About 50 meters upstream there are 
remains of a mining camp, including bed springs, that suggest that this site was 
historically a spring.  
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Access Directions: This spring is at the southern end of Gold Butte National Monument, 
where as of 2020 most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo 
map and GPS to navigate to this spring. The spring is at least 2 hours drive south of Gold 
Butte Townsite. A jeep or off-highway vehicle is recommended. 
 

Survey Notes: This site is completely dry. There is no wetland vegetation or springs 
development infrastructure.  
 

 

Fig 12.2 South of Ruby Spring: The dry drainage bottom downstream of the reported spring 
location. Surveyors searched for the spring for about 50 m beyond the steep drop-off. 
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13. Su mmit Sp ring,  12/ 03/2 0  

13. Summit Spring, 12/03/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 95977 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Summit Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Grand Wash 
Arizona, Nevada 15010006 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. The 
spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Azure Ridge USGS Quad, at 
36.28547, -114.11839 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 5 
meters). The elevation is approximately 1188 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna 
Mann surveyed the site on 12/03/20 for 02:35 hours, beginning at 9:15, and collected 
data in 10 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 2 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 13.1 Summit Spring: The densely vegetated channel, with the round metal drinker 
visible at the base of the right canyon wall. Although not visible through the vegetation, 

the springbrook flows through the rusted drinker, which collects some flow through 
holes in the bottom. 

 

Physical Description: Summit Spring is a rheocrene/hanging garden spring. Seepage 
emerges from the bed of Immigrant Canyon, which flows northeast and drains the area 
surrounding Summit Pass. A small amount of seepage also emerges from the base of the 
canyon walls. There is a round metal drinker about 35 meters downstream of the 
source. The site is fenced with a modern barbed wire fence. There is also a portion of a 
rock wall near the metal drinker, which may have once formed a corral. Downstream of 
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the drinker, the canyon narrows and flow increases. The fenced section of canyon is 
over 250 meters long. A two-track road approaches the spring from the downstream 
side and ends about 30 meters before reaching the downstream fenceline. The 2001 
survey for this spring was imported as part of a compilation of Don Sada's data in 2016 
but the survey was originally associated with a location on a ridgetop 250 meters to the 
south. In 2020, SSI surveyors determined that the Sada's ridgetop location for Summit 
Spring was not a spring, and reassigned the survey to this site. The Sada Land Manager 
ID was transferred to this spring along with the survey, and the ridgetop spring (SiteID 
181708) was deleted. The microhabitats associated with the spring cover 1566 sqm. 
The site has 4 microhabitats, including A -- a 1500 sqm channel, B -- a 20 sqm backwall, 
C -- a 30 sqm backwall, D -- a 16 sqm backwall. The geomorphic diversity is 0.10, based 
on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Summit Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from a 
metamorphic rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity flow 
force mechanism. The site receives approximately 95% of available solar radiation, with 
6469 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: This spring is in Gold Butte National Monument, where as of 2020 
most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo map and GPS to 
navigate to this spring. This spring is off of a major dirt road, which is labeled 
Cottonwood Wash Road on some GIS layers but lacks an actual road sign. Park where 
Immigrant Canyon crosses the road and walk upstream (SW) about 400 meters to the 
spring. This site may be reached without a 4WD vehicle. 
 

Survey Notes: The drinker is rusted and has holes in it. It contains water only because 
it is placed in a wet part of the channel. Flow continues past the downstream fenceline, 
which is less than 200 meters below the source. Horse and cow scat are not evident 
inside or outside the fence. The fence is in good repair. The rock wall may qualify this 
spring as an archaeological site. Game trails parallel the stream but the site not heavily 
grazed or trampled.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 0.069 liters/second, using a timed flow volume 
capture method. Flow was adjusted for an estimate of 75% of site flow capture. The 
surveyor measured flow in the flowing stream just upstream of the rusted drinker, 16 m 
downstream of the source. This spring is perennial.  
 

Water Quality: Site 1 was in the first standing water in the channel. Site 2 was 15 m 
downstream of the source where water was flowing, about 1 m above the tank. Location 
1: at the spring source in standing water at 09:09. Location 2: down-gradient from the 
spring source in flowing water at 09:09. 
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Table 13.1 Summit Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 500 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.558 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.47 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 825 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 20 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 11.5 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Dissolved oxygen (field) (mg/L) 6 2 CHEMets DO kit 
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. Notable cover of Bromus tectorum and 
Polypogon monspeliensis was not recorded because the plants were dead. Surveyors 
identified 15 plant species at the site, with 0.0096 species/sqm. These included 12 
native and 3 nonnative species.   
 

Table 13.2 Summit Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 10 6 
Shrub 4 2 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 1 0 
 

Table 13.3 Summit Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native 
Status 

Wetland 
Status Comments A B C D 

Baccharis sarothroides SC N F  60 5 60 10 
Carex GC N W  0 0 0 10 
Centaurium calycosum GC N W  0.5 0 0 0 
Cynodon dactylon GC I F  2 0 0 0 
Eleocharis GC N W  1 0 0 0 
Juncus balticus GC N W  1 0 0 0 
Juncus macrophyllus GC N WR  1 0 0 0 
Nicotiana obtusifolia GC N U  0.5 0 0 0.5 
Pinus monophylla GC N U  1 0 0 5 
Polypogon monspeliensis GC I WR  1 0.5 0 0 
Rhus trilobata SC N F  1 0 0 0 
Salix exigua SC N WR  15 2 5 5 
Sporobolus flexuosus GC N F  0.5 0 0 0 
Tamarix SC I WR  0.5 0 0 0 
unknown Bryophyte (moss, 
liverwort, hornwort) NV N?  moss 5 15 20 20 
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Fauna: Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or 
observed 2 aquatic and 3 terrestrial invertebrate taxa and 7 vertebrate taxa. 
 

Table 13.4 Summit Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Araneae Ad T Collected 
spot  1  

Coleoptera Ad  Collected 
spot  5  

Diptera Ad T Collected 
spot  1  

Diptera L  Collected 
spot  3  

Odonata L A Collected 
spot  2  

Plecoptera Ad T Collected 
spot  1  

Zooplankton Ostracoda Ad A Collected 
spot  9  

 

Table 13.5 Summit Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Rock Squirrel 3 obs calling 

Jackrabbit 1 obs and scat on cliff edge 
above the spring 

Western Scrub-jay 5 obs  
Chipping Sparrow 1 obs  
Skunk  sign scat 
Coyote  sign scat 
Gray Fox  sign scat 
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.7) and 
there is negligible risk (average risk score 1.5). Geomorphology condition is good with 
significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.4) and there is negligible 
risk (average risk score 1.8). Habitat condition is good with significant restoration 
potential (average condition score 4.4) and there is low risk (average risk score 2). 
Biotic integrity is good with significant restoration potential (average condition score 
4.5) and there is low risk (average risk score 2). Human influence of site is very good 
with excellent restoration potential (average condition score 5.6) and there is negligible 
risk (average risk score 0.8). Overall, the site condition is good with significant 
restoration potential and there is negligible risk.  
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Table 13.6 Summit Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 4.7 1.5 
Geomorphology 4.4 1.8 
Habitat 4.4 2 
Biota 4.5 2 
Human Influence 5.6 0.8 
Overall Ecological Score 4.8 1.5 
 

Management Recommendations: This spring is in good condition. The fencing is 
doing a good job of protecting the site. Continue to maintain the fence. Consider fixing 
or removing the wildlife tank if desired, though it does not appear to be harming the 
site. Consider removing the single small Tamarix. Although the water quality appears to 
be good, there was not a substantial diversity of aquatic life; consider monitoring for 
sensitive aquatic invertebrates. 
 

 

Fig 13.2 Summit Spring Sketchmap. 
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Fig 13.3 Summit Spring: The downstream fenceline and pooling spring outflow. 
 

 

Fig 13.4 Summit Spring: The rusted wildlife drinker, which is full of emergent wetland 
vegetation. The flow measurement location is on photo right, where springs flow is 

captured in the white pipe. 
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Fig 13.5 Summit Spring: The constructed rock wall, which cuts across the mouth of a side 
canyon entering Immigrant Canyon from the left. 
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14. T ro ugh Sp ring , 10/ 17/ 20  

14. Trough Spring, 10/17/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 17974 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Trough Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Ivanpah-
Pahrump Valleys 16060015 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Willow Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.37735, -115.77472 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 
1 meters). The elevation is approximately 2509 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna 
Mann surveyed the site on 10/17/20 for 03:40 hours, beginning at 10:40, and collected 
data in 10 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens/GDE hybrid protocol. 
 

 

Fig 14.1 Trough Spring: Crew biologist Brianna Mann records data just downhill of the pipe 
and trough associated with the third source. Outflow from this source continues down 

the channel immediately to her right. 
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Physical Description: Trough Spring is a hillslope/rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges 
from a source near the top of a pass. The seepage trickles about 8 meters down through 
a dense rose and gooseberry thicket and into a steeper, clear area that has a second 
seeping source on the right (north) side of the outflow channel and a pipe driven into 
the hillslope. About 10 meters downslope in a channel to the right (north), there is third 
source with a pipe filling a trough. Seventeen meters below this, a fourth source feeds 
into this channel from the right. The combined flow from the third and fourth sources 
continues down a rocky channel for another 100 meters. A well-trodden game trail 
crosses the channel and leads to the sources. The adjacent landscape is mountainous 
with chaparral and burned, dead trees. The area burned perhaps a few decades ago. 
There are many pieces of non-functional black pipe throughout the outflow channel and 
for several hundred meters downstream of the spring. The site is encircled by a cable 
fence. The microhabitats associated with the spring cover 127 sqm. The site has 5 
microhabitats, including A -- a 17 sqm colluvial slope, B -- a 44 sqm colluvial slope, C -- a 
20 sqm channel, D -- a 41 sqm channel, E -- a 5 sqm channel. The geomorphic diversity 
is 0.62, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Trough Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from a 
sedimentary, limestone rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a 
gravity flow force mechanism. The site receives approximately 95% of available solar 
radiation, with 6413 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: From the community of Cold Creek, take Wheeler Pass Road for 6 
miles, driving up and over Wheeler Pass. Turn left (east) onto FR 510 and drive for 
about 1 mile until the road ends. Park and walk upstream 600 meters to the spring. 
 

Survey Notes: The upper undeveloped and second source are seeping and the pipe at 
the second source is dripping water. The third source is seeping lightly and flow is 
issuing from a pipe and filling the trough. The trough is overflowing, contributing to the 
lower channel. Source #4 has saturated soil, but no outflow. The channel is diffuse with 
many small boulders. There is burnt woods debris in the stream. There are many signs 
of wildlife, including fresh elk and horse scat and a wildlife look-out that appears to be 
fairly new. There is some trash in the lookout and a plastic water bottle in the stream. 
The USFS interpretive sign is tipped over. Much of the fencing is down and there is loose 
nonfunctional piping throughout the channels and farther downstream. There are birds 
and chipmunks drinking from the stream, but few aquatic invertebrates.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 0.052 liters/second, using a timed flow volume 
capture method. Flow was adjusted for an estimate of 98% of site flow capture. The 
surveyor captured flow 25 m below the 3rd source, which is the source associated with 
the trough. This spring is perennial.  
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Water Quality: Surveyors measured water quality in the trough at the 3rd source with 
SSI Hanna Multi A device, calibrated the day of survey. Location 1: at the spring source 
in standing water at 11:11. 
 

Table 14.1 Trough Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 200 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.29 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.25 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 580 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 20 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 11.67 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. Surveyors identified 12 plant species at the 
site, with 0.0945 species/sqm. These included 11 native and 1 nonnative species.   
 

Table 14.2 Trough Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 7 6 
Shrub 3 0 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 1 1 
Non-vascular 1 1 
 

Table 14.3 Trough Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native 
Status 

Wetland 
Status Comments A B C D E 

Agrostis exarata GC N W  0 0 0 1.5 0 
algae AQ N? A  0 1 0 5 0 
Aquilegia GC N W  10 0.5 1 0 5 
Epilobium ciliatum GC N W  0 0 0 2 1 
Ericameria nauseosa SC N F  10 1 1 0 0 
Melilotus GC I WR  0 0 0 1.5 0 
Mimulus guttatus GC N WR  0 2 4 1 1 
Ribes SC N F  35 6 15 4 0 
Rosa woodsii SC N F  35 6 70 15 20 
Solidago GC N F  5 0 0 0 0 
unknown moss NV N? WR  0 0.5 0 0.5 0 
Veronica anagallis-aquatica GC N W  0 0.5 3 1 3 
 

Fauna: Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. Surveyors collected or 
observed 6 terrestrial invertebrate taxa and 16 vertebrate taxa. 
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Table 14.4 Trough Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Diptera L  Collected 
spot  13  

Diptera Ad T Spot  1 many 

Hymenoptera Apidae Ad T Spot  1 many, native 
bees 

Hymenoptera Apidae Apis 
mellifera Ad T Spot  10  

Hymenoptera Vespidae Vespula Ad T Spot  3  

Lepidoptera Ad T Spot  2 
orange and 

black 
butterfly 

Lepidoptera Nymphalidae Ad T Spot  3 

orange and 
black 

fritillary 
butterfly 

 

Table 14.5 Trough Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Chipping Sparrow 17 obs  
Spotted Towhee 2 obs  
Uinta Chipmunk 4 obs Drinking from spring 
Deer  sign scat, tracks 
Elk  sign scat, tracks 
Horse  sign scat, tracks 
Western Scrub-jay 10 obs  
Western Bluebird 2 obs  
Skunk  sign scat 
Willow Flycatcher 2 obs  
Dark-eyed Junco 2 obs  
Lucy's Warbler 2 obs  
Dove 1 obs  
Red-breasted Nuthatch 1 obs  
Clark's Nutcracker 2 obs  
Rock Squirrel 1 obs  
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Fig 14.2 Trough Spring Sketchmap. 
 

 

Fig 14.3 Trough Spring: The downstream fenceline. The fence is down here and the 
interpretive sign is tipped over. 
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Fig 14.4 Trough Spring: The hunter blind on the right bank of the outflow channel, near the 
downstream fenceline. 
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15. T ro ut Cien ega , 10/ 27/ 20  

15. Trout Cienega, 10/27/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 251550 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Trout Cienega ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Ivanpah-
Pahrump Valleys 16060015 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Griffith Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.22097, -115.68234 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 
4 meters). The elevation is approximately 2273 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Larry 
Stevens verified the site on 10/27/20 at 16:30. This survey was conducted under the 
Clark County SSI 2020 project using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 15.1 Trout Cienega: Larry Stevens records a GPS point in the low gradient cienega on 
the left bank of Trout Creek. The creek bed is out of view, left of the photo frame. 

 

Physical Description: Trout Cienega is a helocrene/hanging garden spring. Seepage 
emerges from the left bank of Trout Creek, forming a 5 x 20 meter patch of cienega 
habitat on the bank. Additional flow emerges from a bedrock contact just below the 
cienega patch.  
 

Access Directions: From Hwy 160 about 5 miles east of the town of Pahrump, turn 
north onto Trout Canyon Road and drive for about 10 miles. The road leads into a ranch 
that has been developed into a small subdivision with a No Trespassing sign. Pull off the 
road just before the ranch entrance and park. Just to the west, there is a wash that 
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parallels the road; this is Trout Creek. Walk about 3 miles up Trout Creek. This is a 
somewhat rough hike which takes a few hours. It may be possible to drive most of the 
way to this spring on an ATV, to save time. 
 

Survey Notes: Seepage from the bedrock contact contributes a small amount of flow to 
Trout Creek. There was no evidence of domestic or feral livestock.  
 

 

Fig 15.2 Trout Cienega: Below the cienega, seepage from a bedrock contact contributes 
flow to Trout Creek. 
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16. T ro ut Hillslop e Sprin g, 1 0/2 7/20  

16. Trout Hillslope Spring, 10/27/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 251549 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Trout Hillslope Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the 
Ivanpah-Pahrump Valleys 16060015 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The 
spring is located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Griffith 
Peak USGS Quad, at 36.22137, -115.68225 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated 
position error 2 meters). The elevation is approximately 2272 meters. Andrea Hazelton 
and Larry Stevens verified the site on 10/27/20 at 16:15. This survey was conducted 
under the Clark County SSI 2020 project using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 16.1 Trout Hillslope Spring: The springs outflow channel where it reaches Trout Creek. 
The photographer is standing in the bed of Trout Creek and looking up the densely 

vegetated outflow channel. 
 

Physical Description: Trout Hillslope Spring is a hillslope spring. Flow emerges from a 
steep hill on the left slope above Trout Creek, about 30 meters above the Trout 
creekbed. The flow continues down a steep slope in a poorly defined bedrock channel 
until it reaches Trout Creek. There are moist patches of soil lining the left bank of Trout 
Creek for about 20 meters downstream of the outflow channel. The surrounding 
landscape is wooded with chaparral and shows evidence of past burning, including 
abundant standing dead trees.  
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Access Directions: From Hwy 160 about 5 miles east of the town of Pahrump, turn 
north onto Trout Canyon Road and drive for about 10 miles. The road leads into a ranch 
that has been developed into a small subdivision with a No Trespassing sign. Pull off the 
road just before the ranch entrance and park. Just to the west, there is a wash that 
parallels the road; this is Trout Creek. Walk about 3 miles up Trout Creek. This is a 
somewhat rough hike which takes a few hours. It may be possible to drive most of the 
way to this spring on an ATV, to save time. 
 

Survey Notes: Surveyors did not see any sign of horses, cattle, or donkeys in this 
canyon. The source area is heavily vegetated with willows. Trout Canyon has empty 
metal pipes but this spring source has no springs development infrastructure. The 
visual estimate of flow was 0.5 L/sec. Flow is augmented slightly by Trout Cienega and 
continues about 180 meters downstream. The ATV trail leading up Trout Canyon ends 
right where flow from this source sinks into the ground, 180 meters downstream of this 
spring.  
 

 

Fig 16.2 Trout Hillslope Spring: The moist soil on the left bank of Trout Creek, just 
downstream of the spring outflow channel entering the creek. 
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Fig 16.3 Trout Hillslope Spring: The hillslope source. 
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17. T ro ut Spri ngs, 10/2 7/20  

17. Trout Springs, 10/27/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 153402 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Trout Springs ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Ivanpah-
Pahrump Valleys 16060015 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Griffith Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.22373, -115.68426 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 
4 meters). The elevation is approximately 2322 meters. Larry Stevens and Andrea 
Hazelton surveyed the site on 10/27/20 for 01:55 hours, beginning at 13:50, and 
collected data in 9 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County 
SSI 2020 project using the Stevens/GDE hybrid protocol. 
 

 

Fig 17.1 Trout Springs: Flow capture into an old pipe, about 20 meters inside the cave 
mouth. Surveyors estimated the springs discharge rate based on measurement of flow 
captured in this pipe. The pipe is broken about 15 m downstream of the cave mouth, 

returning all of the captured flow to the springs outflow channel. 
 

Physical Description: Trout Springs is a cave spring. Flow exits a cave in the limestone 
bedrock of the left (east) wall of Trout Canyon. The flow continues down a narrow, high 
gradient cobble and boulder bed channel for about 4 meters, where it sinks into the 
ground. The outflow channel continues for 25 meters before reaching the main 
creekbed of Trout Creek. A 15 centimeter drain metal pipe diverts some of the flow 
inside the cave. The pipe is broken 15 meters downstream of the cave mouth and all of 
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the flow that it carries re-enters the outflow channel. According to a Proof of 
Completion of work filed on August 2, 2018 under permit #86901, water emerges from 
a bedrock outcrop and flows into a natural channel. A portion of the water historically 
has been diverted into a pipeline system for use downstream. The microhabitats 
associated with the spring cover 164 sqm. The site has 3 microhabitats, including A -- a 
14 sqm channel, B -- a 52 sqm channel, C -- a 98 sqm terrace. The geomorphic diversity 
is 0.38, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Trout Springs emerges as a tubular or conduit spring from a 
sedimentary, limestone rock layer. The emergence environment is cave, with a gravity 
flow force mechanism. The site receives approximately 87% of available solar radiation, 
with 5869 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: From Hwy 160 about 5 miles east of the town of Pahrump, turn 
north onto Trout Canyon Road and drive for about 10 miles. The road leads into a ranch 
that has been developed into a small subdivision with a No Trespassing sign. Pull off the 
road just before the ranch entrance and park. Just to the west, there is a wash that 
parallels the road; this is Trout Creek. Walk about 3 miles up Trout Creek. This is a 
somewhat rough hike which takes a few hours. It may be possible to drive most of the 
way to this spring on an ATV, to save time. 
 

Survey Notes: Flow from this spring continues down Trout Creek for less than 50 
meters before sinking into the channel bed. There is no sign of horses, burros, or cattle 
in this canyon. The empty metal pipe continues for miles down Trout Canyon. There is 
evidence of recent activity at this spring; an empty coke bottle, bags of jerky, an orange 
peel, and a few tools, including a come-along, all appear to have been here for less than a 
week. There is a freshly bladed road, new laths, and piles of new black PVC pipes along 
Trout Canyon for over 1 mile downstream of the spring. There is a tunnel cut through 
the dense riparian vegetation to reach the cave. There is red coating on the rocks 
associated with water passing through the metal pipe before being returned to the 
spring outflow channel.  
 

Flow: Surveyors measured a flow of 52 liters/second, using a non-traditional method. 
Surveyors estimated flow inside the cave where an open pipe captured ca.12% of the 
flow. Avg velocity 0.91 sq m/s, times cross section area 68 sq cm or 0.0068 sq m equals 
0.0062 cm/s or 6.2L/s captured in pipe, 52 L/s total. Visual estimate was 30 L/s. This 
spring is perennial.  
 

Water Quality: The surveyor took water chemistry measurements inside the cave. 
Location 1: at the spring source in flowing water at 15:15. 
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Table 17.1 Trout Springs Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 122  LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.146  Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 8.2  Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 283  Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 13.5  Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 8.19  Hanna Multi 98194 
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. Surveyors identified 14 plant species at the 
site, with 0.0854 species/sqm. These included 13 native and 1 nonnative species.   
 

Table 17.2 Trout Springs Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 9 6 
Shrub 3 1 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 2 1 
 

Table 17.3 Trout Springs Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native 
Status 

Wetland 
Status Comments A B C 

algae NV N? A  2 2 0 
Aquilegia formosa GC N W  0 0.5 2 
Artemisia ludoviciana GC N F  0 0 1 
Bromus tectorum GC I U  0 1 4 
Clematis ligusticifolia GC N R  0 10 30 
Epilobium ciliatum GC N W  0.01 3 0.5 
Garrya wrightii SC N F  0 0 10 
Mimulus guttatus GC N WR  0 0.1 0 
Poa fendleriana ssp. longiligula GC N U  0 0 1 
Rosa woodsii SC N F  0 1 5 
Salix lasiolepis SC N R  0 10 30 
Solidago canadensis GC N WR  0 0 0.5 
unknown Bryophyte (moss, 
liverwort, hornwort) NV N?  moss 0.2 0.01 0 

Urtica dioica GC NI WR  0 0 1 
 

Fauna: Larry Stevens was the zoologist for this survey. He searched the source area and 
runout channel for springsnails, but found none. Surveyors collected or observed 1 
aquatic and 1 terrestrial invertebrate taxa and 4 vertebrate taxa. 
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Table 17.4 Trout Springs Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Coleoptera Ad  Collected 
spot  7  

Diptera Ad T Collected 
spot  29  

Trichoptera L A Collected 
spot  2  

 

Table 17.5 Trout Springs Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet 1 obs  
Mule Deer  sign  
Gray Fox  sign scat 
Hermit Thrush 1 obs  
 

 

Fig 17.2 Trout Springs Sketchmap. 
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Fig 17.3 Trout Springs: Newly plowed road and pipes in Trout Canyon, about 1 km 
downstream from the spring. 
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Fig 17.4 Trout Springs. 
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Fig 17.5 Trout Springs: The cobble and boulder-bed springs outflow channel. At upper left 
in shadows, the freshly cut tunnel through the dense riparian thicket leads toward the 
cave mouth. Just to the right of the tunnel, the broken pipe gushes water back into the 

channel. 
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Fig 17.6 Trout Springs: A cache of pipes at the upstream end of the newly plowed road in 
Trout Canyon, about 250 meters downstream from the spring. 
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Fig 17.7 Trout Springs: The old pipe exiting the mouth of the cave. This pipe captured 
about 12% of the springs flow, but was broken about 15 meters downstream of the cave 

mouth (behind the photographer), returning all flow to the springs outflow channel. 
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18. Twin Spri ng, 12/0 1/20  

18. Twin Spring, 12/01/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 110458 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Twin Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Lake Mead 
Arizona, Nevada 15010005 HUC, managed by the US Bureau of Land Management. The 
spring is located in the Gold Butte National Monument, in the Jumbo Peak USGS Quad, at 
36.17536, -114.21502 measured using a GPS (WGS84, estimated position error 3 
meters). The elevation is approximately 1075 meters. Andrea Hazelton and Brianna 
Mann surveyed the site on 12/01/20 for 01:45 hours, beginning at 14:30, and collected 
data in 9 of 10 categories. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 2 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 18.1 Twin Spring: The second springs source; the seepage is hidden beneath the dense 
vegetation. 

 

Physical Description: Twin Spring is a rheocrene spring. Seepage emerges from a 
narrow, high gradient boulder- and bedrock-bed channel, draining the hills in the 
southern portion of Gold Butte National Monument. Some of the flow is piped to a metal 
trough about 60 meters downstream. There is a second seep about 35 meters northwest 
of this one (at the same elevation) in a side canyon entering on creek left. The 
surrounding landscape is grass-covered hills with sporadic scrub oak and catclaw. This 
canyon drains to Twin Spring Wash. There are several pieces of non-functioning pipes 
in the canyon and two dry troughs flanking the functional trough. The microhabitats 
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associated with the spring cover 102 sqm. The site has 4 microhabitats, including A -- a 
5 sqm channel, B -- a 80 sqm channel, C -- a 7 sqm channel, D -- a 10 sqm channel. The 
geomorphic diversity is 0.33, based on the Shannon-Weiner diversity index. 
 

Geomorphology: Twin Spring emerges as a seepage or filtration spring from a 
metamorphic rock layer. The emergence environment is subaerial, with a gravity flow 
force mechanism. The site receives approximately 88% of available solar radiation, with 
5950 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: This spring is at the southern end of Gold Butte National Monument, 
where as of 2020 most roads lack names or numbers. Surveyors should bring a topo 
map and GPS to navigate to this spring. The spring is at least 2 hours drive south of Gold 
Butte Townsite. A jeep or off-highway vehicle is recommended. 
 

Survey Notes: There is no horse or cattle sign at the spring itself, but a game trail 
passes it on creek right. There was abundant rodent scat in the channel bed upstream 
and downstream of the spring. One of the metal troughs is three-quarters full. The other 
metal trough would fill if the first one were to overflow. The concrete trough is historic. 
The main spring forms two puddles in the channel and about 15 meters of moist soil in 
the channel bed. The second source in the side channel to the left forms a patch of 
saturated soil, but no pool or flowing water.  
 

Flow: Seepage formed pools in the bed of the canyon, but there was no discernible flow. 
This spring is perennial. Surveyors were unable to measure flow because there was no 
outflow. 
 

Water Quality: Location 1: at the spring source in standing water at 14:14. 
 

Table 18.1 Twin Spring Water Quality Measurements. 

Characteristic Measured Value Location 
Number Device 

Alkalinity, Total (mg/L) 510 1 LaMotte 
Dissolved Solids (field) (ppt) 0.606 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
pH (field) 7.62 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Specific conductance (field) (μS/cm) 1216 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
Temperature, air C 10 1 Handheld therm 
Temperature, water C 8.4 1 Hanna Multi 98194 
 

Flora: Andrea Hazelton was the botanist. There was notable cover of dead Polypogon 
monspeliensis and Bromus tectorum, which was not recorded because the protocol only 
calls for recording cover of live pants. Surveyors identified 4 plant species at the site, 
with 0.0392 species/sqm. These included 3 native and 1 nonnative species.   
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Table 18.2 Twin Spring Cover Type. 
Cover Type Species Count Wetland Species Count 
Ground 1 1 
Shrub 2 0 
Mid-canopy 0 0 
Tall canopy 0 0 
Basal 0 0 
Aquatic 0 0 
Non-vascular 1 0 
 

Table 18.3 Twin Spring Vegetation % Cover in Microhabitats. 

Plant Species Cover Code Native 
Status 

Wetland 
Status Comments A B C D 

Baccharis sarothroides SC N F  50 75 45 70 
Polypogon monspeliensis GC I WR seedlings 5 0 25 0.1 
Quercus turbinella SC N U  1 3 0 0 
unknown Bryophyte (moss, 
liverwort, hornwort) NV N?  moss 3 0 0 0 

 

Fauna: There are feathers around the site. There were few aquatic invertebrates and no 
terrestrial invertebrates observed. Brianna Mann was the wildlife biologist at this site. 
Surveyors collected or observed 1 aquatic invertebrate taxon and 4 vertebrate taxa. 
 

Table 18.4 Twin Spring Invertebrates. 

Species Lifestage Habitat Method Rep# Count Species 
Detail 

Coleoptera Ad  Collected 
spot  1  

Diptera L  Collected 
spot  3  

Zooplankton Ostracoda Ad A Collected 
spot  4  

 

Table 18.5 Twin Spring Vertebrates. 
Vertebrate Species Common Name Count Detection Comments 
Coyote  sign scat 
Rodent  sign scat, a lot; at least 2 sp 
Quail 2 obs  
American Crow 1 call  
 

Assessment: Assessment scores were compiled in 5 categories and 33 subcategories, 
with 9 null condition scores, and 9 null risk scores. Aquifer functionality and water 
quality are moderate with some restoration potential (average condition score 3.8) and 
there is low risk (average risk score 2). Geomorphology condition is good with 
significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.2) and there is negligible 
risk (average risk score 1.8). Habitat condition is moderate with some restoration 
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potential (average condition score 3.8) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.6). 
Biotic integrity is moderate with some restoration potential (average condition score 
3.6) and there is low risk (average risk score 2.6). Human influence of site is good with 
significant restoration potential (average condition score 4.8) and there is negligible 
risk (average risk score 1.3). Overall, the site condition is good with significant 
restoration potential and there is low risk.  
 

Table 18.6 Twin Spring Assessment Scores. Condition scores range from 0 (extremely poor 
condition) to 6 (pristine condition) and risk scores range from 0 (no risk to the site) to 6 (extreme 
risk to the site).  
Category Condition Risk 
Aquifer Functionality & Water Quality 3.8 2 
Geomorphology 4.2 1.8 
Habitat 3.8 2.6 
Biota 3.6 2.6 
Human Influence 4.8 1.3 
Overall Ecological Score 4.1 2 
 

Management Recommendations: This is a well managed spring with the full trough 
providing a water source for horses and larger wildlife, leaving the dense, brushy 
habitat surrounding the sources relatively untrampled. Surveyors recommend 
removing the broken PVC pipe. 
 

 

Fig 18.2 Twin Spring Sketchmap. 
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Fig 18.3 Twin Spring: A puddle formed by the main source. Surveyors are not sure if the 
white pipe is functional. There is a full trough about 60 meters downstream of the 

spring. 
 

 

Fig 18.4 Twin Spring: The main spring source. Seepage is emerging from the creek-left 
bank of the channel; the photographer is facing downstream. 
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Fig 18.5 Twin Spring: The troughs 60 m downstream of the sources. The full trough, if 
overflowing, would empty into the second metal trough which is partly visible at 

bottom of photo. 
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19. Un nam ed 2 7 Spri ng, 10/1 6/2 0  

19. Unnamed 27 Spring, 10/16/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 1200 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

Location: The Unnamed 27 Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Sand 
Spring-Tikaboo Valleys 16060014 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The spring is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Willow Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.41983, -115.78422 measured using a GPS (NAD83, estimated position error 
3 meters). The elevation is approximately 1909 meters. Andrea Hazelton verified the 
site on 10/16/20 at 12:50. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

Physical Description: Unnamed 27 Spring is a hypocrene/rheocrene spring. The 
reported spring location is in the bed of a narrow drainage between two steep hillsides 
at the north end of the Spring Mountains. The drainage channel is dry. In 2011, 
surveyors reported Carex at the location, but later surveyors have reported no evidence 
of a spring, vegetative or otherwise.  
 

Geomorphology: Unnamed 27 Spring emerges as a bedding spring from a 
metamorphic, quartzite rock layer. The site receives approximately 97% of available 
solar radiation, with 9939 Mj annually. 
 

Access Directions: From the community of Cold Creek, travel on Wheeler Pass Road for 
3.8 miles. Just past Willow Creek Campground, there is a junction where it is necessary 
to turn left to stay on Wheeler Pass Road. Do not take this left; rather, continue straight 
to follow the creek for another 0.5 miles. Turn left onto a minor dirt road and drive until 
the road ends. Park and hike southwest a little over 1 kilometer to the spring. Because 
the landscape is dense with chaparral, it is easiest to seek and follow horse trails. 
 

Survey Notes: This reported spring location is dry. The surveyor walked 80 meters 
upstream to a rock outcrop and found no moisture there, either. There is no riparian 
vegetation. There is no evidence of a spring at this location.  
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20. Un nam ed 3 4 Spri ng, 10/1 6/2 0  

20. Unnamed 34 Spring, 10/16/20 

Survey Summary Report, Site ID 1191 
Submitted 2/11/22 by Springs Stewardship Institute 

 

This location was previously reported as a spring, but on 10/16/20 surveyors 
determined that there is no spring at this location. 
 

Location: The Unnamed 34 Spring ecosystem is located in Clark County in the Sand 
Spring-Tikaboo Valleys 16060014 HUC, managed by the US Forest Service. The site is 
located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe NF, Spring Mountains NRA, in the Willow Peak USGS 
Quad, at 36.42028, -115.78685 measured using a GPS (NAD83, estimated position error 
3 meters). The elevation is approximately 1935 meters. Andrea Hazelton verified the 
site on 10/16/20 at 13:10. This survey was conducted under the Clark County SSI 2020 
project using the Stevens et al. Level 1 protocol. 
 

 

Fig 20.1 Unnamed 34 Spring: The reported spring location, in a dry wash. 
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Physical Description: Unnamed 34 Spring is a rheocrene spring. This reported spring 
location is in the bed of a drainage between two steep hillsides. There is no evidence of 
a spring at this location. The adjacent landscape is patchy chaparral and fractured 
bedrock, with evidence of seasonal flooding. In September 2011, an NAU survey crew 
found no evidence of a spring at the reported coordinates. SSI surveyors in October 
2020 also found no evidence of a spring.  
 

Geomorphology: Unnamed 34 Spring emerges from a metamorphic, quartzite rock 
layer. The site receives approximately 96% of available solar radiation, with 9861 Mj 
annually. 
 

Access Directions: From the community of Cold Creek, travel on Wheeler Pass Road for 
3.8 miles. Just past Willow Creek Campground, there is a junction where it is necessary 
to turn left to stay on Wheeler Pass Road. Do not take this left; rather, continue straight 
to follow the creek for another 0.5 miles. Turn left onto a minor dirt road and drive until 
the road ends. Park and hike southwest a little over 1 km to the spring. Because the 
landscape is dense with chaparral, it is easiest to seek and follow horse trails. 
 

Survey Notes: The surveyor approached this site from downstream, first walking past 
Unnamed 27 Spring (SiteID 1200, another dry location in the same drainage channel). 
Between the two reported springs locations, a distance of 250 meters, there are 4 or 5 
small, shrubby willows about 1 meter tall. This is the only riparian vegetation in this dry 
wash bed, which indicates the groundwater table is likely a few meters below the 
ground surface.  
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